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Dear Students,
Welcome to our Leiden University Campus the Hague. I am very
happy that you have chosen to come to us for your studies.
After the successful introduction week (HOP) from last year, we are
proudly organizing this week again this year. This way, you can
get to know the city of the Hague, the city of peace and justice;
a lively, international city, full of possibilities.
In Leiden University, you have all the opportunities and freedom
to make your own choices – within and outside of your education.
My advice to you is: take all the opportunities that suit you, but do
not lose balance between education and other activities. Plan your
time smartly, so that there is time for your studies, your
development and relaxation.
This special city and your choice of our university form the
perfect base for a student time you will never forget. But only with
the right contacts, everything comes to life. Maybe you do not
know anyone in the Hague, just like many others: in that case, this
introduction week is the perfect way to get to know many people
in a short amount of time.
Of course in this week, you will learn about all kinds of practical
matters for your best possible start in the Hague; like a
tour in and around all the university buildings, so you will easily
find your way around and you can be on time to all your classes!
Your mentors will also show you all the fun hotspots that you do
not want to miss out on and you will get to know the associations
that will make your life more fun in the Hague.
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I am very pleased to see the amount of enthusiasm with which our
students make this HOPweek possible. By careful planning, they
manage to actively organize this week, next to their own studies.
This is not only fun to do, but also wise: you discover and develop
many qualities within yourself that can be useful and fun for you
later in life. Perhaps you can take on one of these roles next year
and you will experience this week from a whole different
perspective.
Discover The Hague, discover our university and all its
associations, make new friendships and especially discover the
leader within yourself, that will determine the course towards
your future. As the American author Warren Bennis wrote:
Leaders keep their eyes on the horizon, not on the bottom line.
I therefore encourage you wholeheartedly to participate in this
week to broaden your horizon. You can take that literally, because
in the Hague, you can easily cycle to the beach if you want to and,
if you have the time, you can also cycle to Leiden in an hour where
there are also many beautiful things to discover and experience.
Enjoy your time here, just like the Hague will enjoy your lively
presence. I wish you a happy introduction week and successful and
beautiful years of study!
Kind regards,
Prof.dr.ir.drs. H. Bijl
Vice-rector Magnificus
Executive Board
Leiden University
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Our Participants Commissioner Wijke will give you a
guided tour...

Campus Den
Haag:
Your New
Classroom
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The biggest of
them, Wijnhaven, only
opened in 2017 and holds the most
students. It also houses the library as
well as the Student Support
Service Desk.

Schouwburgstraat

Wijnhaven

The second one,
a bit more cosy, is located
at Schouwburgstraat and rumours
has it that the cafeteria there has better soup! Also a much less
crowded bikeshed.

Anna van
Buerenplein

The third building
is located just next to the
Central Station. This is where LUC
is based, but you may also have lectures here too so make sure to
visit here!
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Stichthage

Some classes are
taught at Stichthage, the
campus right above central station. The view from there is said
to be spectacular!

What is avaliable at
Campus Den Haag?
The bachelor studies avaliable are

Beehive
The Beehive is
opposite Wijnhaven and
fun fact, our offices are located
here! If you want to come say hi,
there is always someone there
with tea and sweets.

International Studies (IS)
International Relations and Organisations (IRO)
Security Studies (SS)
Liberal Arts and Sciences (LUC)
Urban Studies (US)
Public Administration (PA) - in Dutch Only
Computer Science (CS) - in Dutch only

The masters programmes avaliable are
In November 2018, Leiden University opened a study center called the
Beehive. The Beehive acts as a meeting place for students and staff. Just like
HOPweek, different study associations have their offices here and there is a
student gym located on the second floor.
It may seem confusing at first where all your classes are, and where you need
to go, but it will become second nature very soon!.

Important Buildings in Leiden

Plexus

Plexus
Student Centre
is based in Leiden, as is
about 15 minutes walk from the
train station. You may need to go
there for student support or
to pick up your student
card.
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Crisis and Security Management (CSM)
International Relations and Diplomacy (IR)
Public International Law (PL)
Public Administration (PMA)
Executive Master Cyber Security (CS)
Each of these studies has their own study associations which organise events
throughout the year - and who are elected each year by their members. We
will introduce them to you in the coming pages, and as you can see, Campus
Den Haag is full of different studies and different language courses.

Additional Courses
The Royal Conservatiore Programme
The Honours College
The Royal Academy Arts Programme
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Our Treasurer Hanley shares his thoughts on Nightlife in the
Hague ...
Conveniently located near both the Wijnhaven and Schouwburgstraat
campus buildings, this is probably a place you’ll be spending much of
your time. Luckily for you, it has a lot offer! Snacks, meals, casual drinks,
boozy parties, and later at night some clubbing options as well. Also,
just between you and me, this is a popular destination for networking if
you’re looking to get ahead.

Plein

The Hague
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Situated right next to the political heart of the Netherlands, all types
of bureaucrats come here regularly after 5 pm. On het Plein you will
find Restaurant Brasserie Luden, Millers, De Eeuwige Jachtvelden,
De Haagsche Kluis, Bar and Restaurant Barlow, Café Bar Berger, Eetcafé Plein XIX and Restaurant Gusto. At a number of cafés you can
still have a beer until 4 am. And in the adjacent street Lange Houtstraat you will find the disco Danzig. 11

Live concerts take place all year round, organized with a collaboration
with the pop venue Paard van Troje. On the Grote Markt there are
various bars including De Zwarte Ruiter, Zèta, September, Boterwaag
and Vavoom Tikiroom. In the summer, the square turns into a large
terrace that is very crowded.

On the palace side of the city you’ll find another area with lots of bars
and pubs. Different from Plein and Grote Markt, many of these gems
are hidden in the maze of streets rather than organized nicely around an
open square. If you’re more of a ‘local drinking hole’ kind of person,
this is the place for you!

Grote Markt Oude Molstraat
A little further into the city, Grote Markt is another open square where
you can find some popular after-class destinations. A tad more low-key
than Plein, at least one of the bars here is hosting live music on any
given night, so if you’re down to get your groove on, this is the place
for you. Grote Markt is one of the nicest parts of The Hague, and the
crowd here are usually creative and quirky types.
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The mood in this area is usually much more down-to-earth, and it
attracts the kind of crowd that likes to enjoy a good drink after a
long day. If beer is your thing, some of the beer gardens here offer
exhaustive menus full of everything you can imagine. If you prefer
cocktails, there are also some very nice cocktail bars serving crazy
concoctions that you can sample till your heart’s content.
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Bars

O’Caseys

Right up near the palace you’ll find a classic Irish pub with a classy
atmosphere. This place is great for a casual drink or a small get together, and if you’re in the mood for some food, their menu has some
of the best pub food around! With continuous events throughout the
year from live music to pub quizzes, O’Caseys has something for every
occasion.
Also the only place I know in the Hague that sells British ale!

Alice, our British volunteers commissioner

Nights Out

Paard van Troje

With two separate dance floors and room for over 1000 people,
Paard Van Troje is definitely one of the biggest venues in The
Hague. Repurposed from an old housing development, don’t be
fooled by the classic Dutch exterior - this is one to check out if
you’re into the standard nightclub feel. The owners of Paard also
to their best to cater to every taste – the club often features a full
weekly program with everything from Pop and Rock, to Hip Hop
and Blues.

PIP

Fiddlers
Next to the Grote Kerk, Fiddlers is another great local hangout. A
little bit more rustic than O’Caseys, this pub has provides all the
brands you love plus its own little collection of homebrewed craft
beer! Highly recommended if you’re into sampling some new takes
on some old classics. This is also a popular destination for events,
and it holds weekly pub quizzes.
They also hire non-dutch speakers so make sure to check them out!

Cafe Milu

Situated a little out of the city centre, on a busy night PIP can host more
than 5 different DJs and events over
5+ dance floors. Built on an old industrial site, it also features an extensive
outdoor area, which is especially fun in
the summer. This club is particularly
popular amongst the younger crowd,
and has more of an alternative underground feel and a super relaxed vibe.

Danzig

At the other end of the spectrum, this classy little cocktail bar is
perfect for when you want go somewhere a little more glamorous.
Being a super popular venue, it’s always busy, but the interior is arranged so that it never feels crowded – even on their burgers & pub
quiz nights! Also doubling as a restaurant, their food is as popular
as their cocktails.

This infamous club’s tagline is “because bad decisions make better
stories”, and it certainly lives up to the hype. Danzig is where you go
when you’re in the mood to let your hair down and dance all night
long. While it might not be the classiest club in The Hague, with
super friendly bartenders and events every Friday, this place has a lot
of offer.
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Restaurants

Cafes
De Posthoorn
Traditional Dutch cuisine with very cheap prices for
inner city - some say it has the best bitterballen in the
Hague. Also has jazz afternoons on Sundays and very
friendly staff - the dutch prime minister is often seen
here!

Lola Bikes and Coffee
A very pretty cafe which many students use for
studying, which is famou for its bike mounted on
the walls. Delicious coffee and soup and not far
from Wijnhaven.

The Happy Tosti
This cafe next to Plein has not only great tosties, but
also swing chairs so you can swing whilst you are eating. It has a super friendly atmosphere and is great as
a meeting place due to its central location.

Cafe Emma
A less central cafe located in Conradekade, it is notorious for
its amazing burgers and its cheap beer and cocktails. If you
want great bar snacks, this is the place to eat and drink.

Eat Company

A cafe chain that is a favourite amongst students
due to its cozy feel and location, it has great
coffee and sandwiches and doesn’t kick you out
after an hour.
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Little V’s: Vietnamese
• Kanway: Uyghur Style
Qua Mexican Kitchen
• Hagedis: Vegan
Food Maker: Vegan/Health
• VIP: Pizza
Fat Kee: Chinese
• BIT: Fries
MingleMush: Variety
• Barlow: Italian Bistro
Kimchi House: Korean
• Instock: Ecofriendly
Five Guys: US
• Simonis: High Quality Fish
Vapiano: Fast Italian
• Bookstore Cafe: Cosy Vibes
Krishna Vilas: Indian
• La Cubanita: Cuban
Ramsis: Doner
• Burrata: Fancy Italian
Momiji Ramen: Japanese
• Dudok: International
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Pavilijoen Pannekoken: Pancake House

Museums

Study vs Student
Associations
In the Netherlands, university life is divided between your faculty,
your study association and student associations.
Your Faculty is a group of study programmes that are based around
a similar topic like the Faculty of Governance and Global Affairs
(FGGA). Each faculty has a council which consists of elected student
representatives that make wider academic decisions.
Your study association is based on your specific study programme
and organise events like trips, lectures and nightlife which would be
of interest to you. You pay a small membership fee to get discounts or
access to these events. Each study association has a board that is often
elected from the student body.

The Hague can be considered a cultural centre of Europe, with many
famous museums and landmarks based here - the Mauritshuis being
the home of the notorious ‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’. It is possible
to buy a museum card which allows you to visit all the museums you
like for a set yearly fee, you can learn about that here: https://www.
museumkaart.nl/. Even if staring at paintings isnt your thing, there
are many more interactive exhibitions as well as festivals like museumnacht to keep you interested.

A student association is an interested based organisation that has certain traditions, or is based around a specific hobby. For example, there
are many sports based student associations or ones that are more for
networking with other students. These groups also have boards and
committies so there is much to get involved in outside of your study.
There are many based in the Hague, but there are also many different
ones based in Leiden that you can join as a Leiden University student.
All of these groups will be present in the HOP week, so you will get
to meet them at our events and your mentors will be able to answer
any questions you have regarding student life in the Netherlands.

I love museums!

Wijke, our Participants Commissioner
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BASIS
Are you a Bachelor of International Studies student and do you wish to
get the most out of your student life?

Study
Associations

Join our nearly 600 (international) members and take full advantage of a
BASIS membership! We take being social and engaged seriously and organize 150+ events per year for our members. Besides academic activities,
we do professional, sports, arts, travel, and social (weekly borrels and a
lot of parties) events! A BASIS membership is the perfect opportunity to
make friends from all over the world.
We also give you the opportunity to become active in a committee and
work on your social, organisational, and professional skills; by practicing
things you will never learn during courses. A BASIS membership, furthermore, offers substantial discounts on your study books and with our many
local partners. We cannot wait to meet you during HOPweek and tell you
more about our degree and association!

Contact Information
20

Facebook: BASIS
Instagram: basisthehague
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BIL

SPIL

The Bestuurskundige Interfacultaire vereniging Leiden (B.I.L.) is the
study association for students that study Public Administration, both
bachelor and master, in The Hague at Leiden University. We offer a
wide range of activities for our members, which ranges from formal
to informal. We provide things as assistance with writing papers and
making exams for example, but also give them the opportunity to buy
literature summaries at our own room at the Campus The Hague.

Our association has existed since 1981 and includes the Dutch studies of
Political Science and International Politics, as well as the English study
International Relations and Organisations in The Hague.

Even though the SPIL currently has more than 1400 members, it still keeps
its informal and inclusive character. The SPIL has Dutch and international
members, both first year and older students and knows an enormous diversity. This year the board actively tries to make her members as active as
possible within the association, by organising as many activities as possible
for the many different members SPIL has.
We think that is also important to keep informal contact with our members,
by inviting them to our board-room and offering them a drink or just some
small talk. We also offer them a fun time with different parties and drinks
throughout the academic year, a great and exciting way to get to know
their fellow students. The B.I.L. aims to be an addition to our members
study time at Leiden University, by broadening their academic horizon but
also facilitate activities to broaden their social environment.

Contact Information

We organise lectures, excursions, parties and ‘borrels’, but we also go on
a trip two times a year. Besides the activities we have at least once a week,
the SPIL rooms in both Leiden and The Hague are open for members every
day, where they can get a cup of coffee or tea, along with some cookies and
of course, a lot of ‘gezelligheid’! We hope to see you soon!

Contact Information

E: spil@fsw.leidenuniv.nl T: 0708009150 (DH) W: www.spilplaats.nl

Facebook: Studievereniging B.I.L
Instagram: studieverenigingbil
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IRSA

The International Relations Students Association (IRSA) is one of
the study association linked to the Faculty of Governance and Global
Affairs. Our study association is created specifically for the students of
the two-year Master’s Program in International Relations and Diplomacy (MIRD). That is why we are a relatively small study association with
about 80 members.
Our board consists of six members, of which two are first-year students
and four are second-year students. IRSA is an informal association and
very open for input from all the students of the faculty. Although we are
mainly engaged in organizing formal activities and excursions, we also
like to organize drinks and karaoke nights. We are looking forward to
get to know all the new students and wish you a good time during the
HOP week. Do not hesitate to visit our room at Wijnhaven to have a
chat!

Student
Associations

Contact Information
E: irsa@fgga.leidenuniv.nl
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Den Haag Lacrosse
Up for a new challenge? Try lacrosse! The
fastest sport on two feet is always looking for
new members. Lacrosse was first played by
the Native Americans as a preparation for war
and to please The Creator. It was sometimes
played by hundreds of players at a time on a
huge field. Let’s just say we’re glad the rules
have changed. Den Haag Lacrosse consists
of Dutch and international members, mostly
students. We have a women’s, men’s and youth
team and often organize fun activities together.
Our practices are twice a week on Mondays and Wednesdays from 20.00 to 22.00.
Do you want to try out a new sport, make awesome new friends AND get fit, all
at the same time? Then Den Haag Lacrosse is the sports club for you!

Navigators

CIROS

Contact Information
Facebook: CirosLeidenUni
Instagram: cirosleiden
email: cirosleiden@gmail.com

The Community for International Relations & Organisations (CIROS) is a
newly formed association for IRO students with the purpose of building a cohesive student community in the program. We aim to provide comprehensive
academic as well as non-academic events in order to foster social cohesion.
IRO is an incredibly diverse program with students belonging to over 70
different nationalities and our association reflects that diversity and strives to
continue doing so in the future. The long term goal is to provide a platform
where all IRO students can come and pursue their hobbies & interests, and
also to become an association that caters to the needs of all students.
In order to achieve this, as of now we have 6 committees - Internal affairs, External Affairs, Social Events, Academic Events, Education, and First-Years. We
are also currently in the process of establishing a Sports Committee. We also
have a provision where students can pursue their extra-curricular interests by
starting clubs and so far we have four such clubs - Magazine Club, Music Club,
Open-Mic Club, and Debate Club. We have at least 4-5 events every month and
host bi-weekly borrels throughout the year.

Nice that you take the time to read this piece! Navigators Student Association
The Hague is a cozy, student-friendly and warm association that isfocused on
the Christian faith. We are inter church, which makes it a diverse group. Even
non-Christians are part of our association.
We were founded in 2003, so this year we are celebrating our lustrum, with
one of the highlights being the Lustrum trip to Budapest. Our weekly activities, which take place every Thursday and Tuesday, are both in the sign of
faith and conviviality and student spirituality.
This is expressed in Biblestudy circles and debate evenings, but also in beer
pong drinks and fun parties.All in all, I am sure that we are the most diverse,
intellectual and friendly student association of The Hague. Would you like
to have a look? Send an email to abactis@nsdh.nl. We hope to see you at our
beautiful club on the Brouwersgracht 2 in The Hague!
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HSSK: Pro Libertate
HSSK is an association for students that like a challenge. It is unlike others
because, aside from the normal student activities, the HSSK has close ties
to the Military. This provides us with the opportunity to participate many
amazing (military) activities. For example being part of official ceremonies
like Veterans Day or ‘Prinsjesdag’, earning your para-wings with parachute
jumping, receiving official shooting lessons, walking international marches like the Four days Marches at Nijmegen, participating in military sports
events and even participating in military exercises as a simulated enemy.
However, we are more than the army stuff. Being students, we regularly
come together for drinks, go to parties and have committees you can join.
On top of that, the members often take initiative for extra activities like a
whisky-cigar-poker evening, joint training groups, or fun extra activities
like climbing, bow and arrow shooting, or airsoft. To participate in the activities that take place on a military base, you need a Dutch passport. For the
other activities this is not required. Most of our members are Dutch but do
speak English or other languages. For more information you can take a look
at our website: www.hssk.nl.
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Dutch Carribean Union
DCU is an organisation that helps new and existing students from the
Dutch Caribbean integrate into the Dutch culture by guiding them
with the goal of making their transition to The Netherlands easier.
This is done through means of several events, which have been divided
into three categories, namely social, cultural and educational.
Each category represents a different level of integration, which we,
DCU, are trying to target. As such, in our social events we try to create
a bridge between the Dutch Caribbean students and the other students,
especially the Dutch, for them to learn from one another. In our cultural events, the focus is more on increasing the knowledge about both
Dutch Caribbean culture as well as the Dutch culture, through means
of language courses, dance workshops or movie screenings.
Lastly, we try to incorporate some of the educational programs, such
as budgeting or tips and tricks for living in Holland, in order to make
the transition to Holland easier. Of course, we are open to anyone who
is interested in the Dutch Caribbean and hope everyone can learn a little bit more about our beautiful islands!
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Pelargos

INTAC

H.S.R.V. Pelargos is the only student rowing association in The Hague. We seek to
combine the pleasures of sports with the pleasures of student life. Our ambition
is rowing for everyone, from beginners to experienced rowers. We compete at the
national level and have contributed to the national team with one Olympic rower.
However, most members row at a more recreational level, practicing 2 or 3 times a
week.
At Pelargos, you will get the opportunity to make friends with people from many
different study programs. Outside of our weekly dinner, we meet each other at
our local bar and at parties. Our 150 members come from Leiden University, the
Hague University of Applied Sciences, Inholland and more.
Come find us during the HOP-Week, we will be present at different events. On top
of that, we organize our own Open Week, from the 2nd till the 5th of September.
During this week, we organize row clinics and social activities to give you a taste
of the association and the wonderful sport of rowing. You can find more information at Pelargos.nl, or on our Facebook/Instagram page: H.S.R.V. Pelargos. If you
have any questions, feel free to mail them to intro@pelargos.nl.

Are you an incoming student in the beautiful city of The Hague? Are you eager
to meet new people and to form bonds that last through your entire years of studying? Join INTAC, the biggest and most fun student association that The Hague
has to offer! Within INTAC you will meet kindred spirits, who want to make
the most out of their college years, just like you do! INTAC will guide you into
quickly building a social network that you will benefit from your entire life. If you
want you improve your organisational skills and gain some experience governing,
you can join the various committees INTAC has. But if your mind is set on solely partying, then we have something for you too! Immerse yourself in foam with
our annual American Pool Party, get your party on at the Playboy Mansion Party,
or celebrate holidays such as Koningsdag and Christmas within our society. Each
year in September we have our “open month” where everybody is welcome to party with us and start off the new school year right.
We are open every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 21:50. Have we caught
your attention? Come see for yourself at the Zieken 197-199! Your study has
started, now your student life.

HSV

The Haagsche Studenten Vereeniging was founded in 1929, making it the oldest
and most traditional student association of The Hague. Besides our monumental
manor at the Burgemeester van Karnebeeklaan 3, the association itself has a rich
history as well. Next to our regular “borrels” on Wednesday and Friday it is possible to find yourself in several commissions and even in the board of HSV. With
your membership you will start the best years of your life, namely your student
years! Besides your usual membership you’re also able to join various fraternities
and sororities which consist of members and ex-members of HSV of all ages.
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Take a dance or just have a drink with the people who will become your friends
for life, everything is possible at the Haagsche Studenten Vereeniging! If you
would like to know more, you are more than welcome to visit our parties which
are given throughout the year! Also, check out our Facebook to stay up to date on
everything HSV! Note though that we only accept Dutch speakers. 31

Meet the Board

Name: Alice Whitting
Commission: Volunteers
Nationality: British/European

We are the HOP Board of 2019! It has been a pleasure working with
all the other study and student associations throughout this year to
help introduce you to the Hague in August, but to help you navigate
the week a little better, it would be useful to get to know us too.

Fun Fact: Can do basic Tarot fortune telling
which she uses to freak out the other board
members; also very kind after 11pm.

We have six board members from a variety of studies and countries,
who have been working together for the last year in their new office
in the Beehive. You will be able to spot us during the week thanks to
our flashy waistcoats, and whilst it has been stressful at times, we are
so thankful to have the opportunity to not only work with such great
people, but also to start your university life right.

Name: Daniel Maenner-Thiel
Commission: Chairman

Without further ado, please meet this year’s board in all their glory.

Nationality: German
Fun Fact: Loves pinchos - (the delicious
food next to me in the picture) - and ate
a lot of them whilst we were on a board
trip in Barcelona.

Name: Arend Zwarts
Commission: Logistics
Nationality: Dutch
Fun Fact: Lives and studies in Leiden
so his knowledge of the Hague is still
sometimes doubtful. Also his name
translates to Eagle.
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Name: Hanley Foster
Commission: Treasurer
Nationality: Australian
Fun Fact: Drunk after 2 beers but
pretends he can drink way more; also
love to challenge people to drinking
contests.

This year we are happy to annouce that we are partnering with tactile,
which is a wristband payment system. Tactile works through being able
to top up your wristbands on your phone so you can buy drinks, check
in for events and collect your food with ease. As we are an international week, you will be able to top up using iDeal, PayPal and most credit
cards.

Name: Kimon van Vuuren
Commission: Partners

Closer to the week you will recieve an email detailing how to set up
your wristband and your account, it will take very little time. Then you
will activate your wristband at registration on Monday morning of the
HOP.

Nationality: Dutch
Fun Fact: Irrationally afraid of sharks,
even if he is miles away from the sea;
even uses shark repellant as hair gel.
#toughdutchboi

If you are under the age of 18 at the start of the HOP, you will recieve
a minor wristband that will prevent you from purchasing alcohol, but
will allow you to participate fully in the week regardless of your age.
We are super excited to be revolutionising the week in this way and if
you want to see what Tactile are getting up to until August, check them
out at their website: https://tactile.events/

Name:Wijke Zimmerman

During the week if you have any problems with your wristband, you
will be able to get it fixed very quickly at our office in the Beehive; so
you can enjoy the week to the fullest. After the week, any money left on
your wristband will be returned.

Commission: Participants
Nationality: Dutch
Fun Fact: She sticks her tongue
out a lot and is very kind except
after 11pm.
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We can’t wait
to meet you
all in August!

TA
CT

ILE

Kus,
Kasper
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